, which have been shortened to "kilograms" (kg). For example, according to Rogers (1960:124-125; italics in original), 
Weighing-scales are primarily force-measurers, but are graduated in kg or pounds. As long as we are dealing with forces in equilibrium (e.g., in problems on levers, cranes, pulleys, etc.) , we can keep them in 'bad' units, since we are only concerned with ratios. Even so, as a reminder that they are force units, we should write them as kg-wt (= kilograms-weight) (Davidson et al. 2004:4) . Although the mass of a bird could be measured, if one needed to know it, the method is "tedious [and] difficult" (Rogers 1960 (Chardine 1986 ) and see no reason to change now, especially as ornithology becomes increasingly quantitative and mathematical.
